A free space contra-propagation set-up is implemented and a dynamic pump-probe study of the eigenmodes of a SOA in the picosecond regime is undertaken. The time-resolved probe transmission of the TE and TM modes of the device is measured for the co and cross-polarised cases as a function of pump pulse energy. The relative contributions of interband and intraband processes to the gain compression are studied, as well as the coupling between the TE and TM modes. The high gain compression due to intraband effects observed in the TETE case is of particular interest for ultrafast all-optical switching. Keywords: semiconductor optical amplifier, gain, polarisation, pump-probe, optical switching.
INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) exhibit non-linearities that make them suitable for high-speed signal processing applications. They are polarisation sensitive, with different gain and refractive indices in the TE and TM modes [1] . Depending on the chosen configuration, polarisation can either be taken advantage of, using cross-gain and cross-phase modulation for all-optical wavelength conversion [2] [3] [4] [5] or have to be minimized. They are however always present and should be well understood in order to optimize any SOA-based all-optical wavelength conversion scheme. A number of applications based on non-linear polarisation rotation have been presented, however fiberised set-ups are commonly used, making it difficult to set and maintain the state of polarisation of the signals.
Conventional pump-probe experiments use a co-propagation configuration, where the pump and probe signals travels collinearly through the SOA and are separated at the output using a polarizer. In that case the pump and probe output states of polarisation have to be linear and orthogonal to each other, practically restricting the input states of polarisation to the eigenmodes of the device, pump TE probe TM and pump TM probe TE. No restrictions on the signals polarisation apply when a contra-propagation configuration is used and the probe and pump signal are separated by a beamsplitter. We propose to use a free space contra-propagation configuration and present a polarisation dependent pump-probe study of a bulk SOA in the picosecond regime. In this paper we focus on the behaviour of the SOA when light is injected along the eigenmodes of the device, with comparison of co and cross-polarised cases.
EXPERIMENT

Experimental set-up
A free space contra-propagation configuration is used, allowing total control and preservation of the state of polarisation of the injected and collected signals, as shown on Fig. 1 . The 1580 nm pulsed input is produced using a fibre based femtosecond laser, with a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The pulse width after dispersion in the fiberised output is 2.5 ps and a grating filter with a 1nm spectral width is used. The pulses are coherent and one is delayed with respect to the other using a variable delay stage. The polarisation of each beam is controlled independently with a quarter wave plate (QWP) and a half wave plate (HWP). Two beamsplitters allow us to monitor the input and output of each beam. The light is coupled in and out of the SOA by two anti reflectioncoated aspheric lenses mounted on micro-control 3D translation stages. The device under test is a commercially available 1.5 mm long bulk InGaAsP/InP travelling wave SOA biased at 350 mA and temperature regulated at 20 °C by means of a Peltier cooler. An interference filter is used to isolate the probe signal from the broad ASE at 1580 nm and the signal is detected using a lock-in technique. ICTON 2006 
Contra-propagation
As most of previous pump-probe studies of SOAs have been performed in a co-propagation configuration, it is useful to stress the main differences between co and counter propagation. Indeed the transmission curves can look rather similar while the process is different. Unlike co-propagation where there is only one value of the delay for which the pulses overlap, in counter-propagation for a range of time delays, the pump and probe pulses overlap at different positions inside the SOA. As a consequence, in this geometry it is important to note that the displacement of the delay line between the pulses overlapping at the input and them overlapping at output corresponds to twice the length of the SOA.
Probe signals obtained in counter-propagation are shown in Fig. 2 . We refer to the probe input facet (pump output facet) as the SOA input and the probe output facet (pump input facet) as the SOA output. Before A, at more negative delays, the probe leaves the SOA before the pump enters it and its transmission is left unchanged. At A, the pump and probe pulses overlap at the output of the SOA. Between A and B the pulses overlap inside the SOA, and as is expected the gain experienced by the probe will be reduced and therefore the intensity of the amplified probe signal will decrease. A minimum is reached at B, where the pulses overlap at the input of the SOA. This minimum can be expected, as it is at this delay that the pump has affected the entire length of the SOA, with no time for any recovery before the probe arrives. After that point the pump leaves the SOA before the probe enters it and the device has started to recover before the arrival of the probe. As the delay is further increased the amplified probe signal will continue to increase and the recovery time of the device is monitored. The recovery shows two components: a faster recovery component between B and C, followed by slower recovery due to carrier density pulsation occurring on the timescale of the order of hundreds of picoseconds.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The pump and probe wavelength are set at 1580 nm at the peak of the SOA gain spectrum. The probe transmission is recorded as a function of pump probe delay for a range of pump pulse energies (6 fJ -975 fJ), while the probe pulse energy is kept constant at 12 fJ, below the gain saturation energy. The data are taken for the different combinations of probe and pump states of polarisation, probe and pump TE polarised (TETE), probe and pump TM polarised (TMTM), probe TE pump TM (TETM) and probe TM pump TE (TMTE).
The modification of the amplified probe signal as a function of delay and polarisation is shown on Fig. 2a  and 2b for 24 fJ and 732 fJ pump energy respectively. The output intensity is normalised by the probe signal level that is achieved in the absence of the pump pulse. As expected there is onset of gain compression of the probe signal at delays where the pump pulse has travelled through regions of the SOA in advance of the probe. As can be seen the response of the probe signal is dependent on the states of polarisation of the two signals and on pump pulse energy. Two components can be seen in the recovery of the probe transmission at positive delays. The fast recovery component is due to intraband effects such as carrier heating, spectral hole-burning, two photon absorption and free carrier absorption, while the slower recovery is associated with interband effects [6] . As the pump pulse duration decreases the contribution of intraband effects to the gain compression increases. Even though the timescales for the intraband effects (typically < 500 fs) cannot be resolved within the time resolution of our 2.5 ps pulses, we can determine the polarization dependence of the intra and interband dynamics by examining the relative contributions of the fast and slow components to the probe transmission as a function of delay. At low powers the fast recovery component is only evident in the co-polarised pump-probe configurations. The fast recovery component dominates the probe transmission recovery for the TETE case, indicating that intraband processes are most significant under these polarization conditions and only a small level of slow gain compression remains. The fast recovery component is also evident for the TMTM case, but the slow gain compression (measured between A and C), shown on Fig. 2a, is contribution of interband effects. As the pump power is increased the interband effects increasingly dominate the gain compression for TMTM and are larger than from TETE at all pump energies, see Fig. 3a . Similarly the fact that there is no fast component in the cross-polarised cases at low power indicates the gain compression of the probe signal is a result of interband dynamics under those conditions. Intraband effects are only evident in the cross-polarised cases at higher pump energies.
Figure 2. Transmitted pump signals as a function of delay for the different co and cross polarised cases: E pump = 24 fJ, (b) E pump = 732 fJ.
At lower powers the onset of the decrease in the probe transmission occurs at earlier time delays for the copolarized pump and probe pulses due to the fact that the effect of the pump is greater and therefore it has to traverse less of the SOA to induce gain compression of the probe signal. An additional feature is observed around -30 ps delay when the pump and probe pulses overlap close to the output facet of the SOA. It can also be noted that this feature is strongly polarisation dependent. For high pump powers there is an increase in the probe transmission in the TMTM case, whereas the feature is absent in the TETM case at all pump energies. Modelling is under way to study the origin of this effect, which most likely arises from modification of the carrier distribution along the device [7] . The maximum gain compression (measured between A and B) at zero time delay for each case is shown on Fig. 3b as a function of time delay. As the pump energy increases the gain compression increases, as would be expected from carrier depletion effects. At higher pump energies the gain compression stabilises in the copolarised cases and starts to decrease in the cross-polarised cases. A higher gain compression is achieved by pumping and probing the same eigenmode. When pumping orthogonal to the probed mode, much higher pump energy is needed to reach the same gain compression. For the probe TM polarised, a gain compression of ~7 dB can be achieved by either injecting a 24 fJ TM polarised pump or a 732 fJ TE polarised pump, giving a coupling coefficient of 3.3%. Similarly, for the probe TE polarised, a gain compression of ~2.5 dB is obtained with a 12 fJ TE polarised pump or a 732 fJ TM polarised pump, giving a coupling coefficient of 1.6%. Therefore coupling from one mode to the other is low but increases with pump energy and coupling from TE (pump) to TM (probe) is higher than TM to TE. The discrepancy between the TM mode gain compression and the TE mode gain compression is most likely due to strain effects [8, 9] . This is commonly present in bulk devices, even for a negligible lattice mismatch [8] and has the consequence of removing the degeneracy of the light and heavy hole bands. The carrier density of the light hole band is much lower than that of the heavy hole band. As the TM mode couples preferentially to the light holes [10] , for the same pump input energy, we expect a higher gain compression in TM than in TE.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a series of polarization resolved pump probe experiments using a free space contra-propagation configuration, with co or cross polarized pulses. From the transmission of the probe pulse as a function of delay, it was possible to observe the fast and slow recovery components of the gain compression. The gain compression was found to be dependent on the pump and probe state of polarisation and pump pulse energy. The cross-polarised data are dominated by interband effects and show a low coupling between the modes. The maximum gain compression was found to be higher for the TMTM case but with a larger contribution of the slow gain compression than the TETE case. In conclusion the prevalence of the fast intraband effects in the TETE case shows the highest potential for ultrafast all-optical switching.
